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Abstract
CMRR‐NF should not be built because it is not needed for any core NNSA mission including
maintaining a large and diverse nuclear stockpile indefinitely, it has very great opportunity costs
for other NNSA and DOE programs and other compelling federal priorities, it is very managerially
risky, it retards safety improvements at LANL, and it lacks clarity as to purpose, requirements,
cost, and feasibility. It should not be built now for a host of additional reasons such as its
incompleteness of design, competition for internal resources, and low priority. Longer delays
would bring greater net benefits – in dollars, program continuity, decreased management risk
across the NNSA complex, and other benefits. For reasons that transcend federal control it may
never be built and operated regardless of formal policy intentions for reasons including declines
in oil imports, broad (and rapid) economic and social decline, and related supply chain issues.
CMRR‐NF is already an embarrassing, politically‐driven fiasco and together with other unrealistic
NNSA/DoD plans should be paused while more realistic management plans for warheads and pits
are developed for a range of stockpile configurations. CMRR‐NF is a flagship boondoggle that
perfectly illustrates NNSA’s inept management, which damages national security.

Things are in the saddle and ride mankind. Emerson

Some aerial photos, maps, and plans follow, which
will help ground our discussion.
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A. Reasons not to build CMRR‐NF include the following:
1. CMRR‐NF is not needed for the long‐term maintenance of a very large, powerful, diverse
nuclear stockpile, the primary mission of the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA).
a. Primarily, CMRR‐NF is not needed because large‐scale pit production, its sole coherent
justifying mission, is not needed. In fact, pit production for the stockpile, as opposed to
maintenance of current pit production capability through the manufacture of test pits, is
not needed at any scale.
b.

Even if pit production were begun at modest levels, CMRR‐NF would not be needed. In
2000 and 2001, a Hazard Category (HC) II Nuclear Facility was not considered necessary to
fully replace the existing Chemistry and Metallurgy Research (CMR) facility for all then‐
foreseen LANL missions. A HC III “or less” facility (i.e. with material at risk [MAR] of less
than or equal to 900 grams of Pu‐239 equivalent) was considered sufficient.

c.

Reasonable alternatives for both conservator and larger but still modest pit production
levels, using existing and planned facilities at LANL and elsewhere, are available for a
fraction of the cost, delay, and risk.

d. The stockpile being maintained today is less than 50% of that maintained in 2000 when
LANL proposed a HC III “or less” CMRR.
e.

By the time CMRR‐NF comes on line in 2023 or after, essentially all the U.S. nuclear
stockpile will have been processed through Life Extension Projects (LEPs) that did not
involve pit production. These warheads will have been maintained and upgraded for
roughly an additional 30 years of service.
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2. CMRR‐NF is not needed for nuclear materials storage.
a. In 1994, LANL held 2.7 metric tons of plutonium, presumably mostly at PF‐4 where
there is a 4,500 sq. ft. storage vault, about half the space at the former Rocky Flats
plant. This is plenty for all needed missions.
b. Vault space in PF‐4 is poorly managed, i.e. is managed for diffuse purposes.
3. CMRR‐NF is not needed for analytical chemistry (AC).
a. RLUOB contains as much or more AC space (19,500 sq. ft.) than is currently available in
any two CMR wings (16,000 sq. ft.).
b. LANL has other radiological laboratories.
4. CMRR‐NF is not needed for the metallurgical characterization (MC) services needed to
support modest levels of pit production, or to surveill existing warheads.
a. Rationalization of programs, floor space, vault space, and equipment within the existing
plutonium facility (Building PF‐4) will provide adequate MC capability if it does not
already do so. See von Hippel testimony, citing Government Accountability Office
(GAO), LANL, and Secretary of Energy Advisory Board (SEAB).
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5. CMRR‐NF is not needed to prepare explosive experiments using plutonium in large tanks, a
currently proposed mission for the facility.
a. These experiments have manifestly not been needed themselves, and are not needed
in the future, to maintain the existing stockpile.
b. It is not clear that future untested warheads can be reliably certified using these or any
combination of experiments and modeling.
c.

These experiments also entail potentially severe diplomatic risks.

6. CMRR‐NF is very expensive.
a. It is currently expected to cost between $3.7 and $5.8 billion (B), not including CMR
demolition and disposal (D&D).
b. D&D costs have been estimated at roughly $400 million (M) in current dollars.
c.

It has large opportunity costs within NNSA Weapons Activities program and NNSA
overall, within Energy and Water accounts, with respect to other important domestic
and military programs, and in deficit reduction.

d. Despite promises from the Obama Administration to seek unprecedented levels of
funding for Weapons Activities, considerable funding uncertainty remains.
e. The CMRR‐NF project has experienced approximately a 15‐fold cost increase since the
first published cost estimates in the 2001‐2 timeframe (using the upper end of current
estimates, as experience strongly suggests this will be more accurate), a 45‐fold
decrease in useful sq. ft. per dollar over that same period, and a 16‐year delay in the
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estimated date of first operation.

7. CMRR‐NF is managerial risky.
a. It conflicts with existing programs at LANL and nationwide for money,
management attention, nuclear engineers, and scarce nuclear‐qualified
vendors and workers.
b. At LANL, CMRR‐NF strongly competes for physical space in TA‐55 and in the
Pajarito Corridor.
c. It may cause the closure of Pajarito Road for two years, which 4,400 LANL
workers use to reach their workplaces.
d. Deep excavation (up to 130 feet) and related construction immediately
adjacent to an operating plutonium facility, which itself requires a wide
variety of structural and safety upgrades, may be tricky.
e. Especially given the extensive and intrusive additional upgrades to PF‐4 which
are now required, PF‐4 operations could easily be halted for an extended
period.
f. Between now and 2023, the national security impacts of CMRR‐NF will be
entirely negative, as they would be for any huge, decade‐long, heavy
construction project in that location. Just how negative, no one can predict.
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8. The CMRR‐NF design concept may be changing and its safety performance
standards and future functionality could both be degraded.
9. The project lacks clarity regarding:
a. purpose and need;
b. specific functional requirements;
c. design concept;
d. capital cost and schedule (baseline) and operating (life cycle) costs;
e. safety performance standards;
f. impact on other programs and capital projects; and finally
g. what entity should manage the project.
All in all CMRR‐NF is a major government fiasco and probably would already be
viewed as such were poor project management not the long‐standing norm at DOE.
The project’s present momentum is political and bureaucratic in nature, not the result
of sound management.
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There is no national security reason not to delay CMRR‐NF, since the structure is not
needed to maintain all the nuclear weapons in the U.S. arsenal indefinitely.
A requirement to build CMRR‐NF and to do so now, with its costs, risks, and impacts,
is a political decision to seek new, large‐scale, prompt stockpile options. These
options must consist of large numbers of previously uncertified (i.e. novel) nuclear
primaries, or else previously certified primaries for use in novel warheads.
Certification of either is uncertain.
CMRR‐NF is required for these novel stockpile options only if:
a) the production rate sought is beyond what PF‐4 could provide by 2023;
b) the required promptness in starting production exceeds other options
which might be implemented using the suite of other facilities expected to be
available then; and
c) there is a requirement to produce these pits without displacing other
programs at PF‐4, which is mostly devoted to non‐pit purposes.
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B. CMRR‐NF final design should be paused or slowed.
Pausing and slowing are different strategies with different costs and benefits. Only the former
partially meets the legal requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
1. DOE, an agency with one of the worst project management records in the U.S. government,
is planning to construct several large, unique, complex nuclear facilities simultaneously.
a. DOE has multiple large nuclear facilities under construction (C) or planned (P) for
construction in the present decade.
i.

The Hanford Tank Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP, C);

ii.

The Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility (MFFF) at the Savannah River site (SRS,
C);

iii.

The Uranium Processing Facility (UPF, P) at Y‐12;

iv.

The Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility (PDCF, P) at SRS; and

v.

The Salt Waste Processing Facility (SWPF, C) at SRS.

2. These projects (and CMRR‐NF) compete for budget and other resources with each
other, with other DOE and NNSA programs, with other nuclear construction, and with
expected DOE and NNSA pension fund shortfalls. A shortfall in DOE or NNSA anywhere
is a problem for them everywhere.
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4. The U.S. has done little large‐scale nuclear construction in the past two decades and may not
be able to successfully complete all these projects even under the most favorable
assumptions – assumptions which would be far from realistic.
a. The U.S. lacks an adequate base of qualified nuclear suppliers to support multiple large
nuclear projects.
b. Engineers and other technical specialties are in short supply.
c.

Commercial nuclear reactor construction competes with NNSA and DOE capital
construction, and both compete with hiring by federal agencies – DOE, NNSA, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and DNFSB.

d. The competition is global. Los Alamos is a relatively unattractive residential relocation
destination; in one NNSA study it was the least attractive of eight possible residential
locations.
e. CMRR project managers have expressed concern about how to house the potential
influx of CMRR‐NF workers. These and other regional and institutional liabilities could
disadvantage CMRR‐NF and set the stage for project delays, cost increases, and under
diminishing budgets, failure.
5. This upsurge in nuclear facility construction is occurring against a background of profound
national concern about budget deficits, as yet unresolved.
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6. The PDCF project has been delayed; its completion date is uncertain. PDCF is the front end of
two if not three plutonium disposition pathways (MOX, Pu vitrification, and Pu direct
disposal). Delays in PDCF risk corresponding delays in Pu disposition. While the MOX program
has no merit, we believe, Pu vitrification and direct disposal do.
7. Less broadly recognized in DOE and NNSA, although broadly recognized outside them, is that
by failing to honestly and constructively face our growing energy and climate crisis, and their
effects such as increased flooding, DOE, NNSA, and their congressional enablers are
profoundly endangering our national security. Dramatically different investments, including
those funded in the annual Energy and Water bill, are an essential foundation of any program
to revitalize the U.S economically.
We will return to this theme later.

The following slides provide some background on NNSA’s budget and the Obama nuclear
renaissance. CMRR‐NF discussion resumes at slide 31.
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AEC/ERDA/DOE/NNSA Annual Spending for Nuclear Weapons Research,
Development, Testing, and Production
NNSA admin. costs included. FY2011 is $6.90 B without admin.; $7.59 B + admin. is requested for FY2012.
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After a small post‐WWII rise,
New Mexico’s relative fortunes
rapidly fell to almost last place
among the states, even as
nuclear weapons spending rose
dramatically. Nuclear weapons
have not brought economic
development. If there is a
connection between the two –
and I think there is – it is a
negative one.

Before Pete
Domenici (BD)

After Pete Domenici (AD)
What
changed
here?

U.S. Nuclear “Weapons Activities” (Warhead) Spending in $ Billions: Actual 2009
& 2010, Requested 2011 & 2012, Projected 2013 and Afterwards
(White House, 11/17/10; NNSA 2/7/11; upper estimate for 2017‐2020; not corrected for inflation)
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Nuclear Weapons Activities Spending in $ Billions, Requested 2011 &
2012; Projected 2013 and After
(White House, 11/17/10; NNSA 2/7/11; upper estimate chosen for 2017‐2020)
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The 10‐year version of Obama’s promise to Kyl, before adding more 6 months later

FY2011 Biennial Plan and Budget Assessment on the Modernization and
24
Refurbishment of the Nuclear Security Complex, Annex D, p. 66, May 2010

The 20‐year version of Obama’s promise to Kyl, before adding more 6 months later

FY2011 Biennial Plan and Budget Assessment on the Modernization and
25
Refurbishment of the Nuclear Security Complex, Annex D, p. 66, May 2010

Obama’s 10‐year promise, made under duress to Kyl and the Republicans last fall

FY2011 Biennial Plan and Budget Assessment on the Modernization and
Refurbishment of the Nuclear Security Complex, “November 2010 Update,” p. 9 26

The current (February 2011) NNSA budget request (for FY2012)

NNSA FY2012 CBR p. 10
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Total over 7 years: $5.2 billion (B)
Total over next 5 years: $4.5 B

NNSA FY2012 CBR p. 16
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Prepared near the end of the
George W. Bush Administration
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The Obama warhead redesign and rebuild schedule is more ambitious than
GW Bush ended up with – probably too ambitious to be achievable.
5 years sooner than Bush Admin.
Not proposed by Bush

9 years sooner than Bush

FY2011 Biennial Plan and Budget Assessment on the Modernization and

FY2011 Biennial Plan and Budget Assessment on the Modernization and
Refurbishment of the Nuclear Security Complex, Summary, p. 24, May 31
2010

8. If built, CMRR‐NF should follow UPF, not lead or proceed simultaneously with it.
a. UPF is far more important than CMRR‐NF to NNSA’s warhead deliverables (certified
LEPs).
i.

During LEPs, secondaries are remanufactured.

ii.

By contrast CMRR‐NF is not needed to extend the life if any U.S. warhead. It is
“needed” only to create the capacity for unapproved new stockpile options –
options which national policy strongly stigmatizes for technical and other
reasons. Nuclear Posture Review:
In any decision to proceed to engineering development for warhead LEPs,
the United States will give strong preference to options for refurbishment
or reuse. Replacement of nuclear components would be undertaken only if
critical Stockpile Management Program goals could not otherwise be met,
and if specifically authorized by the President and approved by Congress.

b. The Strategic Forces Subcommittee of the House Armed Services Committee (HASC‐SF)
is very concerned about proceeding with CMRR‐NF and UPF simultaneously:
The committee is concerned that, given its history regarding management of
large‐scale construction projects, the National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) may encounter significant difficulty in managing and executing these
programs to build two large, and wholly unique, nuclear facilities simultaneously.
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c.

The Army Corps of Engineers and NNSA consultants Pro2Serve and Project, Time, and
Cost have told NNSA that it’s cost assumptions for UPF are too optimistic and there
could be schedule slippage; UPF may cost up to $7.5 B; and proceeding with UPF and
CMRR simultaneously has big risks:
Significant cost growth of either project may result in a situation where
constructing both projects with current anticipated scopes is not feasible due to
NNSA funding constraints.

d. The Corps and these consultants also said prioritizing CMRR‐NF over UPF could cause
significant delays and permanent reductions in UPF’s functional capabilities.
9. Congressional committees have frequently disapproved of NNSA’s proposed phased, “design‐
build” strategy for CMRR‐NF, it’s lack of a sound cost estimate (“baseline”) and have
questioned whether LANS is the most manager for the project. Examples:
a. HASC‐SF, 2011: The committee agrees with this decision to establish a mature design
before full cost estimates are developed, and expects NNSA to avoid concurrent design
and construction for these facilities.
b. HAC, 2011: The Committee recommends $200 [M] $100 [M] below the budget request.
The Committee fully supports the Administration’s plans to modernize the infrastructure,
but intends to closely review the funding requests for new investments to ensure those
plans adhere to good project management practices…The recommendation…but does
not provide the additional funding to support early construction. The NNSA is not
prepared to award that project milestone since it must first resolve major seismic issues
with its design, complete its work to revalidate which capabilities are needed, and make
a decision on its contracting and acquisition strategies. (p. 131)
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c.

SASC, 2010: The committee is very concerned that the NNSA follow the DOE 413 order
series and project management and guidance. The NNSA is also directed to conduct a
true independent cost estimate for the CMRR Nuclear Facility [CMRR‐NF], phase III of
the CMRR project. The committee is concerned that the phase III project [CMRR‐NF] is
being divided into multiple sub‐projects. Notwithstanding this management approach
the c0111111ittee directs the CMRR baseline to reflect all phases and subprojects for
the purposes of the cost and schedule baseline provision and to be accounted for as a
single project."

d. (many prior)
10. It is not known at this time whether it is possible to affordably meet CMRR‐NF safety and
functional design goals.
a. In 2008 NNSA said it might not be “economically feasible” to meet nuclear industry
safety standards for active confinement ventilation at CMRR‐NF.
The [NNSA’s] CMRR Nuclear Safety Design Strategy…states that it may not be
economically feasible to seismically design and qualify some components of the active
confinement ventilation system or its support system to PC‐3 seismic design
requirements.
b. The latest increases in projected CMRR‐NF cost are causing renewed interest in
downgrading design basis safety criteria. On December 20, 2010, LANL wrote a letter
to NNSA outlining eleven contemplated changes in the CMRR‐NF design – in effect
proposing to abandon the design that was previously certified over a multi‐year period.
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c.

The draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) describes a new design
alternative in which the bottom of the excavation would be raised some 70 feet and
replacement of the unconsolidated volcanic ash layer beneath the building would be
omitted. This would raise seismic accelerations of the building in the event of an
earthquake but would be somewhat cheaper and easier to build.

d. The sweeping nature of the proposed safety design changes and their uncertain status
today raise the same serious questions that NNSA raised in late 2008: can CMRR‐NF be
simultaneously safe and economically feasible?
e. Do DOE’s dramatically‐changing assumptions regarding the deposition velocity of
airborne respirable plutonium change the appropriate estimates for maximum and
population doses from postulated TA‐55 accidents?
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11. Delaying CMRR‐NF would save money.
a. CMRR‐NF would far cost much more to operate than the facilities it would replace.
These are: all facilities currently used at CMR (other than those which CMRR‐NF will
not replace, like the Wing 9 hot cells.) CMRR‐NF will increase LANL’s operations and
maintenance costs by at least $100 million per year and quite likely twice that.
Postponing these substantial increased annual costs, which should be far more carefully
estimated, would save substantial sums in present value.
b. The situation at UPF presents a complete contrast. There, the net decrease in operating
cost and maintenance associated with construction of UPF and eventual
decommissioning of Building 9212 at Y‐12 is expected to save $200 million per year.
While the true savings are unlikely to be this great – they never are – the potential for
major annual savings does appear real.
c.

There will be costs associated with pausing (or slowing) any engineering project,
including CMRR‐NF. Some may say that if the present design teams are reconstituted to
work on higher priority projects, they could never be reassembled, or if so only at great
expense. If the project is that difficult and fragile, however, this only begs the question:
isn’t it a fiasco in the making? Lawmakers should be very suspicious of statements that
only one particular contractor and configuration of employees, at one particular time –
right now ‐‐ is capable of building this project. Cost effective execution is more likely
after, not before, experience is gained from other projects.
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12. The growing PF‐4 Reinvestment Project is more important than CMRR‐NF and should be
prioritized; it is not clear that it can be pursued concurrent with CMRR‐NF.
13. Proceeding with CMRR‐NF construction simultaneously with nine other Pajarito Corridor
capital projects in a congested space will increase costs and risks across the board – and may
not succeed.
14. CMRR‐NF operation requires the successful completion of a suite of ancillary facilities and
projects, some of which are also necessary at some scale and configuration for other
purposes; these should be prioritized over CMRR‐NF.
15. Some buildings at LANL, in addition to PF‐4 and CMR, are unsafe and if needed should be
replaced sooner, rather than later.
16. The scale and timing of the CMRR‐NF construction project jeopardizes the scientific identity
of LANL.
17. Superblock at LLNL is available as a backup in the absence of CMRR‐NF.
18. Missions at PF‐4 may decrease, including both pit production and competing programs.
19. LEP schedules are artificial, optimistic, and may not be met, allowing delay in any proposed
pit production to match distant out‐year, as yet unapproved, LEPs.
20. The overly‐ambitious CMRR‐NF project continues to delay the implementation of
alternatives which would remove the risks of continuing work in the CMR building.
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C. CMRR‐NF may never be built and operated regardless of formal policy intentions.
1. Peak oil. We believe oil costs are now too high to sustain economic growth for a variety
of reasons. We see a serious oil shock within the next 12‐24 months.
a. Oil producing areas in the world are unstable. Light, sweet, cheap oil is especially
important.
b. Oil has no scalable substitutes, especially for diesel fuel.
c.

Ethanol lacks net energy but is raising commodity prices, helping inflation,
putting downward pressure on real GDP – and starving millions.

d. Natural gas reserves are not what they are fracked up to be. It costs money to
get and use that gas too.
e. Net oil exports to net oil importers have been falling for the past five years and
are now in irreversible decline.
f.

China and Asia generally are consuming an increasing fraction of these net
exports. Should Chinese and Indian growth continue as in the past and net
exports continue to fall as expected, very large shortfalls in oil availability appear
by the middle of this decade.

g. Net, not gross, oil and energy produced per dollar are important for the non‐
energy economy. Texas and Kern County and Alberta (sadly) will thrive because
an enormous amount of investment is necessary there.
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Morrigan

http://www.theoildrum.com/node/7007

13. We have exhausted the neoliberal growth paradigm (offshoring jobs, lowering the cost
of imports, disempowering workers and holding down wages, etc.)
14. Growth in the consumer economy is unstable with respect to decreases in
consumption. Genuine economic growth has already stopped, according to some (John
Williams, Shadow Government Statistics).
15. Apparent growth is actually a) debt, b) "asset‐based" (i.e. faith‐based) bubbles, where
underlying assets acquire value only in the context of growth assumptions. Use of
(asset‐based) debt as a substitute for (production‐based) economic growth; mounting
debt (household, governmental at all levels, corporate
16. Extremely tight and fast global financial interconnections, high opacity and deception,
high debt leverage, intra‐firm conflicts of interest, the proliferation of derivatives
(financial explosives), the inherent political foundation of markets, and other factors
make today’s financial markets (and the businesses that depend on them) very
unstable.
17. Widespread failures of the social contract (upward extraction of income and wealth to
wealthiest members of society)
18. We are engaged in imperial wars which are exhausting our economy, weakening our
democracy, and harming U.S. standing in the world. We are now engaged in wars over
resources and related geopolitical ends with no apparent end.
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19. Thus we do not see our society as capable of reproducing highly‐complex, very large‐
scale, hyper‐complex engineering efforts like CMRR‐NF and nuclear power plants
beyond this decade. We are in a process of decline so rapid it can be called “collapse”
on any reasonable historical or indeed personal time scale. The knowledge, skills,
social organization, tax base, social contract, cheap energy, abundant materials, stable
climate, absence of crises, and so on are disappearing. Like Jane Jacobs and other
perceptive parties we see a new dark age dawning, in which fewer people know
much. It is a gradual and uneven process, beginning at lower economic levels, but our
consumer society is ending, and “the American Century” (Henry Luce) is ending too.
20. So one question is: what (or who) declines first, and how.
21. Under the anticipated circumstances, DoD cannot complete its planned nuclear
weapons modernization program and will be forced to retrench, as General Cartwright
essentially said last week. Conventional DoD procurement programs will also retrench,
both putting heavy pressure on NNSA..
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22. Highly‐adverse climate change is upon us. 2012 will be a big year for floods and bad
weather (because solar radiation will be higher as well as greenhouse gases and water
vapor, the latter up 4%), putting continued upward pressure on water programs in
Energy and Water no just for one or two years but henceforth.
23. Floods and droughts are very expensive and will put significant downward pressure on
our economy and hence tax receipts. They challenge our existing distribution of
population and infrastructure investments.
24. Renewable energy will increasingly be correctly seen as having enormous upside
economic potential and downside economic and geopolitical risks if neglected. Our
Sputnick moment. These compete with nuclear weapons and CMRR‐NF in Energy and
Water.
25. These and other converging crises are not fuzzy future events. They are upon us right
now. They up‐end all our previous assumptions of what our lives and the lives of our
children will be.

Thank you for your attention.
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